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Innovations

Variable angle
edging machines

Recently the
Adelio Lattuada
company
launched on the
market new
models of variable
angle edging
machines, among
which is the
notable 16-wheel
version. Further
innovations have
been made to the straight-line bevelling machines.

A.L. series
Adelio Lattuada manufactures the A.L. series

of variable angle straight-line edging machines.
The company emphasises that this series has been
developed for medium-scale glass processing but
equipped with “smart” features for easy function-
ing.

The A.L./5 AV and A.L./7 AV models make mi-
tres with inclination ranging from 0° to 45° on

delio Lattuada, based in Carbon-
ate, near Como, Italy, has recent-
ly announced the sale of the firstA

of its 16-wheel electronic straight-line edging ma-
chines in The Netherlands. According to the com-
pany, its machines are sold in The Netherlands,
Austria and Germany through sales agent, Hans
Fueldner, where it claims to hold a large market
share for variable angle edging machines for me-
dium-scale production.

Fig. 1
The A.L./5 AV
straight-line

edging
machine
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glass thicknesses of 3-20 mm, and a minimum size
of 80 x 150 mm. The regulation of inclination and
width are made through displays on control panels.

The A.L./7 AV has a speed regulator on the
control panel, while partial and total counters
record production amounts.

To achieve uniform rotation, each wheel is
mounted on a spindle and moved by toothed belts
connected to the motor. The spindle, manufac-
tured with advanced mechanical technology, has a
strong structure and a rotating shaft mounted on
ball bearings to assure perfect levelling.

Other characteristics of the A.L. series include:
- rail guides of grounded, tempered steel for con-

veyor slide;
- a centralised automatic lubrication system to

avoid guide wear;
- a pneumatic system for holding the glass;
- automatic polishing wheel action controlled by

a multi-head electronic group;
- automatic arris wheel regulation to adjust to

glass thickness;
- low-voltage control panels with all electrical

parts conforming to international standards.

T.L. series
Models T.L./11 AV and T.L./13 AV CERIO

process mitres with inclination from 0° to 45° on
glass thicknesses from 3 to 30 mm, and minimum
glass size of 80 x 150 mm. Working speed, mitres

inclination and width are adjusted through digital
displays on control panels.

Adelio Lattuada has also introduced a new ver-

sion of the straight line mitring machine model
T.L./13 AV CERIO. The company says this ver-
sion was developed and manufactured especially
for a large German group. The T.L./13 AV
CERIO is equipped with 9 mitring wheels (4 dia-
mond wheels, 3 resin wheels and 2 felt wheels), 4
arris wheels and a moveable lead-in arm capable
of adjusting the glass-removal required along the
edge, up to a maximum of 5 mm - no other wheel
adjustment is needed.

Technical Features A.L. 5/ AV A.L 7/ AV

No. mitring diamond wheels: 1 2
No. mitring polishing wheels: 2 3
No. arris wheels: 2 2
Workable glass thickness:          from 3 to 20 mm
Minimum glass size:           80 x 150 mm
Working Speed:      from 0.6 to 3 m/min
Installed motors: 6 8
Installed power: 9 kW 12 kW
Total length: 5,800 mm 6,200 mm
Machine body width: 1,000 mm 1,000 mm
Total height: 2,300 mm 2,300 mm
Height of working plane:    750 mm    750 mm
Weight: 2,500 kg 2,900 kg

Technical Features T.L./11 AV T.L./13 AV

Glass thickness:           from 3 to 30/55 mm
Minimum glass size:           80 x 150 mm
Working speed:           from 0.5 to 5 m/min
Installed motors: 12 for a total 25 HP 14 for a total 30 HP
Installed power: 19 kW 23 kW
Voltage:           from 220 to 380,

          or other on request

Dimensions
Total length: 7,500 mm 8,250 mm
Width: 1,000 mm 1,250 mm
Height of working plane: 800 mm 800 mm
Total height: 2,900 mm 2,800 mm
Weight: 4,500 kg 5,300 kg

Fig. 2
The T.L./11
AV machine

Fig. 3
The T.L./13
CERIO for
mitres

Fig. 2
Fig. 3
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Gamma series
Lattuada model Gamma NC machines have

been on the glass market for many years. Recent-
ly, the company released the 12- and 13-wheel
versions.

Adelio Lattuada also manufactures a series of
straight-line bevellers. The Gamma 12 NC is an
automatic straight-line bevelling machine with
high performance and is easy to operate. It is
equipped with an NC device that controls and ad-
justs every working phase, including:
- wheel absorption;
- wheel wear;
- total and partial production;

- glass thickness adjustment;
- automatic fitting for processing small glass

pieces;
- automatic processing of data relating to bevel

width, bevel inclination, edge thickness and
working speed;

- position display of glass during bevelling;
- memory storage of standard bevels;
- memory storage for double and triple bevels.

The machine with this wheel disposition can
produce a perfectly shining bevel and pencil edge
simultaneously.

Another model of straight-line bevellers, the
Gamma 13 NC, is manufactured by Adelio Lattu-
ada. The company says this model is different
from the Gamma 12 because it has the capability
of processing a perfectly shining bevel and flat
edge with arris at the same time.

Technical Features

Glass thickness: from 3 to 25 mm
Bevel angle: from 3° to 45°
Maximum glass size: 110 x 110 mm -

on request 40 x 40 mm
Maximum bevel width: 60 mm
Working speed: from 0.5 to 5 m/min
Installed power: 33.5 HP - 25 kW
Voltage: from 220 to 380,

or other on request

Dimensions
Total length: 8,200 mm
Width: 1,000 mm
Height of working plane: 800 mm
Total height: 2,800 mm
Weight: 5,600 kg

Fig. 4
The Gamma
12 NC
automatic
straight-line
bevelling
machine
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